Abstract
Introduction
The branched DNA (bDNA) assay is a signal amplification assay that quantifies RNA or DNA targets from a variety of sources (Cao et al., 1995; Detmer et al., 1995; Dunne et al., 1995; Ho et al., 1995; Hendricks et al., 1995; Kern et al., 1996) . The sensitivity and specificity of the assay are derived in part through the judicious choice of the oligonucleotide probes which constitute the 'probeset'. We present a software program, called ProbeDesigner, which enables flexible design of bDNA probesets with a minimal contribution to background for both degenerate and non-degenerate targets.
The bDNA assay ( Figure 1a ) is comprised of capture extenders (CEs), label extenders (LEs) and 'universal' components (e.g. the bDNA molecule). CEs mediate the capture of the target to the solid phase, and LEs mediate labeling via hybridization of the bDNA molecule and subsequent hybridization of the alkaline phosphatase (AP) probes. The theoretical signal amplification, relative to a single AP probe per target, is the product of the bound LEs, the number of branches on the bDNA molecule and the number of AP binding sites on each branch.
Non-specific hybridization (NSH) is the undesired contribution to background (measured in relative light units) of CE-and LE-mediated binding of the bDNA molecule and AP probe to the solid phase (Collins et al., 1997) . These hybridization events (Figure 1b ) negatively affect the signal-tonoise ratio of the assay and can be largely avoided at the time of probeset design through computer screening. To eliminate this source of assay noise, the software uses a simple algorithm to assess the stability of CE and LE-universal interactions, weights their contribution to background, and flags those above pre-defined thresholds. As assay background can be elevated through CE-LE interactions, the program also estimates the effect of these interactions and provides an interface for assigning probe service such that these hybrids can be avoided.
The software allows for the design of probesets for single, degenerate or multiple targets. Designs using single non-degenerate targets are the most common. Degenerate targets are typically consensus sequences for viral targets which incorporate the IUPAC degeneracy codes. Multiple target designs allow for the simultaneous design of probesets for closely related species (e.g. rat and mouse). This can result in a significant reduction in the number of probes required for synthesis, compared to independent probeset designs.
There are a number of steps involved in designing a probeset which are performed outside the program-target retrieval, creation of a degenerate consensus sequences (for viral targets) and identification of unique sequence within the target (which impacts the specificity of the assay)-that can be completed using readily available database retrieval, similarity and alignment tools.
System and methods
ProbeDesigner was developed using Microsoft Visual C++ Version 4.2 for the Windows 95 and NT 4.0 operating systems. It is a multiple document interface application which uses a number of 'views' (Figure 2 ) to present information from the document to users as they progress through the design steps. The program is controlled through menus, including the 'steps' menu which presents the design steps sequentially, and 10 dialog boxes. The interface and underlying algorithms were tested extensively using Microsoft Rational Visual Test Version 4.0.
Implementation
Users progress through a number of steps during the design of a probeset. These steps include importing targets, defining 'features' and 'regions', generating probes, selecting a nonoverlapping probe list (which is the basis of a contiguous probeset), assigning probe service and exporting for synthesis. To assist the user, the program provides a 'steps' menu which sequentially leads the user through the design steps, while keeping track of which have been completed and which are available.
A design session starts by importing the sequence file(s) of interest. The program can import a single non-degenerate or degenerate target, or multiple non-degenerate targets, in GenBank or FASTA formats. Sequences are displayed in the Target view, with a splitter separating reference and sequence information. Multiple targets are accessed through separate tabs.
Once the target is imported, a number of options are available which allow for the specification of 'features' and 'regions'. Features such as exons, introns and UTRs are automatically parsed from GenBank files and may be user defined. Regions, which are composed of features, are segments of sequence within the target which act as templates for the generation of complementary probes.
The software makes use of 'universal' files to import information specific to different versions of the bDNA chemistry. The universal file contains the sequences of the universal components involved in NSH interactions, weighting factors for the NSH calculations, and thresholds for NSH and other filter parameters.
The software invokes different algorithms for calculating the melting temperature (T m ) of the probe-target hybrid depending upon the chemistry of the probes. If the probes are DNA and the target is either DNA or RNA, the program uses a DNA-DNA nearest-neighbor model (Wetmur, 1991) . The thermodynamic values are taken from Breslauer et al. (1986) . The 2-O-methyl T m algorithm uses RNA-RNA thermodynamic values (Turner et al., 1988) and a correction factor which adjusts for the length of the probe. Both algorithms incorporate a salt correction factor, and Mg is incorporated using the approximation [Na eff (Wetmur, 1991) . The T m value for a degenerate probe is taken as the minimum T m of all probes in the expanded subset.
The program executes a number of sequential tasks at the time of probe generation. First, probes are generated for all regions in the target(s) and placed in a list. This list is then searched for similar probes which are associated into 'packets'. Packets are in turn grouped into non-overlapping packet lists (NOPLs) and, finally, the NSH contribution to background is calculated for all probes.
When generating probes using the 'constant' T m method, the software generates a set of probes complementary to the target region(s) such that all have a T m greater than or equal to the user-specified value. The software creates probes sequentially by adding bases to a growing probe, calculating its T m , and comparing it to the threshold specified by the user. Once the threshold is exceeded, the probe is saved and the software increments to the next base within the region.
Packeting serves two purposes: it allows for multiple target design and it alerts the user to repetitive sequence in a region. Once packeted, probes are carried through the program together: they are assigned the same service in the assay (i.e. CE, LE or blocker) and, if identical, may be output to the synthesizer as a single probe. The packeting algorithm associates probes by percent similarity (the percentage of identical base pairs). Using a list of all probes (created at the time of probe generation), it compares the first probe in the list (called the 'standard' probe) to all subsequent probes (the 'comparison' probes) in the same list after first normalizing lengths to the shorter of the current pair. If the percent similarity for the pair meets or exceeds the user-specified threshold, the comparison probe is 'packeted' with the standard and removed from the list. When all probes in the list have been tested against the standard probe, the algorithm returns to the header of the list and takes the first free probe as the new standard. If no similar probes are found when traversing the list, the standard probe is entered into its own packet. The majority of single target designs contain packets with only one probe.
After packeting, ProbeDesigner automatically creates NOPLs. By definition, the member packets of a NOPL contain probes which do not overlap. NOPLs are useful as their member packets can span an entire region. The member probes quickly become the basis of a contiguous probeset.
The assessment of the contribution of NSH to background is considered twice for each probe, once assuming the probe is used as a CE and again assuming service as an LE. For each case, the probe is screened against all the universal sequences present in the universal file using a simple weighting algorithm. The algorithm, called 'x-mer', searches for short runs of complementarity (4-mers) between the probe and a specific universal sequence, weighs the strength of each pair (where A-T and G-C pairs are weighted 0.5 and 1, respectively), determines the average weight per base for the 4-mer, and sums the averages for all identical 4-mers found for the two sequences. Because different probe-universal hybrids have unequal contributions to NSH, a scaling factor is applied to the result of the x-mer algorithm for each type of NSH interaction considered. For firstgeneration universals, the scaling factors are 15, 6 and 1 for interactions between a CE and the branch arm, bDNA leader sequence and AP probe, respectively. In addition, the scaled x-mer result for each interaction is summed and made available for filtering; the CE-sum and LE-sum values reflect the total contribution of NSH to background for any probe. The default values for the A-T and G-C pairs differ by 2-fold, similar to the coefficients used by Suggs et al. (1981) in their empirical estimate of dissociation temperature. The scaling factors were also chosen as follows: a single CE-AP probe binding event was taken as a reference value of 1, the CE-amp leader interaction reflects estimates of the average number of APs that bind to an amp molecule (6), and 15 was chosen to reflect the non-linear effect of the increased probability of amp-arm binding to a CE (there are 15 amp arms with three sites each), and the estimated six AP hybrids which bind after the NSH interaction.
One advantage of the x-mer algorithm is that it amplifies interactions that have more than four contiguous bases of complementarity. For example, 6-mer interactions are observed as three 4-mers. Disadvantages include the lack of consideration of mismatches (the program would miss two 3-mer interactions that were separated by a G-T mismatch) or loop-outs. Regardless, the algorithm does eliminate noisy probes (see below) and is computationally fast. For a degenerate probe, the algorithm returns the highest NSH value from all the probes in the expanded subset. Also, should the user wish to use parameters other than the defaults, both the weights and scaling factors are adjustable.
The Probe view (Figure 3 ) allows the user to implement most of the probeset design goals. Using this view, the user can selectively review and choose from a list of NOPLs, each of which is the basis of a probeset, review the hybridization profile of the probes along the target(s) by dragging a NOPL onto the 'map', review the possible service of each of the packets (and its member probes), review the results of the NSH calculations, modify potential service through the adjustment of filter parameters, and include an acceptable number of CEs and LEs in the assay.
The view has two panes: the 'tree' and the 'map'. The tree is a hierarchical representation of NOPLs, packets, probes and associated probe information (including nodes and subnodes for 'NSH filters' and non-NSH filters; Figure 4) . Each of the nodes can be expanded or contracted. The bitmaps (Table 1) reflect the pass/fail status of parameters relative to pre-defined filter thresholds and potential service in the assay (as either a CE, LE, either, or blocker).
The bitmaps at each of the expandable nodes are set by the status of their children. The NSH filter bitmap, which depicts the allowable service of a probe in the assay, is set automatically after consideration of the pass/fail criteria at the CE and LE NSH filter nodes. Similarly, the bitmap at the probe node, which displays the target name and sequence, is set after considering the status of the 'NSH filters' and 'other filters' nodes. Packet service is in turn determined by the possible service of its member probes, and the minimum possible service of the member probes is used to determine the possible service of the packet.
The packet service bitmap is ultimately derived from the status of the pass/fail bitmaps for each probe parameter. The action of changing a threshold for a parameter and 'filtering' results in a change in the status of the pass/fail bitmaps and a reconsideration of probe and packet service. The software Fig. 4 . Packet 5 fully expanded, showing the nodes in the tree and calculated probe parameters. Based on the pass/fail criteria, the p robe, and hence the packet, can be used only as a LE in the assay. The NSH between the probe and the branch of the bDNA molecule (50.63) eliminates the possibility of service as a CE. The sum of all the CE-universal interactions (55.88) for the probe is also above the allowable threshold (15). This packet contains only one probe, typical of a single target design. Table 1 . Interpretation of the bitmaps in the Probe view also allows the user to adjust any of the probe parameter thresholds, and using this feature users may relax (or restrict) parameters to increase the number of probes which are allowed for use as CEs and LEs.
The program has a number of features which facilitate updating, viewing and linking of probe information. Probes can be 'tweaked' by simply selecting the probe in the map with a mouse, and using the arrow keys to move it and change its length; properties of the probe are automatically updated in the tree (including recalculation of NSH, T m and other filter properties), filters are applied and bitmaps are updated. 'Lockstep' mode synchronizes the display in the tree with the active probe in the map. When the user clicks on a mapped probe with this mode enabled, the associated information for that probe is displayed in the tree. The 'show packets' mode allows the user to determine whether probes in the map have other packet members and, finally, the software allows the user to add probes to the tree.
At this juncture, some packets can be used as both, and any probe can be synthesized as a blocker. The final service of a packet as a CE, LE or blocker (blockers are included in the assay to prevent the degradation of RNA by nucleases) is 'assigned' using the Probe Assignment view ( Figure 5 ). This Their number and location reflect the allowed service for each packet (from the bitmaps in the tree portion of the Probe view). The rows in the grid contain the packets which have been 'assigned' service in the assay as CEs, the columns contain those assigned service as LEs. Cell values in red are greater than the allowable threshold. The user can change the service of one of the probes (using the checkboxes) or exclude it from the assay to eliminate noise. removes ambiguity regarding service which arises from considering all packets for service as either CEs or LEs (NSH calculations were completed twice). The basis for the assignment is the CE-LE interaction analysis. Probes are assigned such that these interactions are avoided.
The Assignment view presents checkboxes for all packets containing probes which have been 'mapped' in the Probe view. The software presents checkboxes only for those services allowed after the action of filtering in the Probe view. These correspond to the bitmap at the packet node in the tree. As any packet can be assigned service as a blocker, all packets are presented with a checkbox for blocker assignment. After the user assigns the service, the user performs a CE-LE NSH analysis. The results are presented in the grid, allowing the identification of interactions above a user-adjustable threshold. The user can then remove these interactions by reassigning the service of one of the probes in the offending pair.
The CE-LE interactions are estimated using the x-mer algorithm. If either of the probes is degenerate, the algorithm fully expands each degenerate probe and returns the maximum interaction for all possible interactions between the members of the expanded subsets. If there are multiple probes per packet (typically encountered when designing for multiple targets), the value displayed for an interaction is the maximum for the member probes in the packet.
Results
To assess the capability of the program to screen noisy probes, the results of the NSH calculation were compared with assay results from three prototype probesets (hepatitis, SIV and human TNF-α) designed and synthesized at Chiron prior to the use of computer screening. In these experiments, each CE was screened individually for contribution to background. The active components included the solid phase, the CEs, the bDNA molecule and the AP probe. LEs and target were excluded. This configuration allowed for the characterization of background attributable to single CE-universal interactions. Figure 6 shows the experimental background, measured in relative light units (RLUs), and the calculated values for CEs from a prototype hepatitis assay. It also shows the pass/fail threshold used by the software, above which CE probes would be excluded from use. Table 2 summarizes the performance of the screening methodology for 28 CE probes. It uses the experimental RLUs and the results of the NSH methodology to assess performance for four separate cases: Fig. 6 . NSH background for CE probes from a prototype hepatitis assay. Gray bars represent average background RLUs from individual pro bes (N=8). Black bars are the scaled 'CE sum', a result calculated from the x-mer algorithm and NSH weighting factors. The allowable threshold for the calculated CE sum is 51.3. Probes are degenerate 22-mers. Calculations reflect version 1 bDNA chemistry. Calculated results (including the threshold) were scaled by 3.4 to probe P58. Black bars above the threshold would be rejected from service by the software. For this set of CEs, eight of eight with elevated backgrounds and two of four probes with low contribution to background would have been rejected. the fraction where the experimental and calculated were both above the threshold, the fraction where both were below the threshold, the fraction of false positives, and the fraction of false negatives. Table 2 . Performance of computer screening methodology derived by comparing experimental RLU values with values calculated using the x-mer algorithm and NSH weighting factors. Data for 28 CEs from three different bDNA assays including those from Figure 6 % above threshold that were predicted correctly 50.0 % below threshold that were predicted correctly 25.0 % false positives (predicted above but were below) 21.4 % false negatives (predicted below but were above) 3.6
The data show that the NSH methodology is effective in screening out probes that increase background; for the hepatitis experiment, 8/8 CEs with elevated backgrounds would have been rejected, and when considering all 28 CEs, 75% of all calls relative to the threshold were correct. Furthermore, of the miscalls, 21.4% were false positives and only 3.6% were false negatives. In total, one can conclude that the algorithm is effective but overly conservative. Although it places a burden on the user (i.e. it screens out too many probes), the action of relaxing NSH filter thresholds will allow 'low-noise' probes in a probeset prior to those which contribute to background.
Discussion
We presented a software package that designs probesets for bDNA signal amplification assays. The software implements a number of design goals important to the successful design of capture and label extenders for novel DNA or RNA targets. One of the core functions of the program is its ability to screen probes for NSH interactions. We presented a methodology for this and show that, although conservative, it is effective in eliminating probes that would elevate background in the assay.
